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Abstract: In this thesis a production of J/ψ meson in pp and heavy-ion collisions
was investigated. A comparison between Monte Carlo generator and data by
ATLAS experiment at CERN was done. PYTHIA version 8.2 was chosen for the
Monte Carlo generator. In the Ąrst part, comparisons of several conĄgurations of
PYTHIA were used to establish the best matching of the Monte Carlo to the data
using collisions with centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. Choice of parton distribution
functions was found not to be important, while presence or absence of initial and
Ąnal state radiation were proven to have an important impact on the result. In
the second part, correlation of J/ψ meson and the jet production was quantiĄed.
Anti-kt algorithm with R = 0.4 was used to reconstruct jets. Pairs of muons were
used to identify J/ψ meson candidates. Only less than 10% of J/ψ mesons were
found to be associated with jets.
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Abstrakt: V tejto práci sme sa zaoberali prote dukciou J/ψ mezónov v protón-
protónových a ťažko-iontových zrážkach. Porovnali sme Monte Carlo generátor s
datami z experimentu ATLAS, ktorý je súčasťou LHC. Za Monte Carlo generá-
tor sme zvolili program PYTHIA, veriza 8.2. V prvej časti práce sme porovnali
niekoľko rôznych nastavení PYTHI-e, na určenie najlepšej konĄgurácie tak, aby
sa čo najlepšie zhodovala s datami. Všetky naše zrážky boli uskutočnené pri
ťažiskovej energii 7 TeV. Zistili sme, že výber partónových distribučných funkcií
nemal viditeľný vplyv, no počiatočná a koncová radiácia partónov áno. V druhej
časti sme korelovali tvorbu J/ψ s tvorbou jetov v eventoch. Jety boli zkonštruo-
vané anti-kt jetovým algoritmom s polomerom R = 0, 4. Na indetiĄkovanie J/ψ
mezónov sme použili miónové páry. Zistili sme, že menej ako 10% J/ψ ide aso-
ciovať s jetmi.
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Collisions of heavy-ions at ultrarelavistic energies were shown to produce many31
interesting observations and could lead to better understanding of the very early32
universe just after the Big Bang. Quark-gluon plasma (QGP), the medium of33
quarks and gluons, was observed in these collisions. Presence of QGP is respon-34
sible for several new phenomena such as suppression of jets, called jet-quenching,35
charmonia suppression, or elliptic Ćow.36
The structure of this thesis is as follows: The Ąrst chapter brieĆy summa-37
rizes general theoretical background of particle physics, namely the Standard38
Model and Quantium chromodynamics. This is followed by introducing the con-39
cept of jet and jet algorithms. In the second chapter, heavy-ion collisions are40
introduced. This chapter covers phenomena of jet quenching and charmonia sup-41
pression. Glauber model and important qunatity - Nuclear modiĄcation factor42
are also explained. The third chapter describes the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)43
at CERN and, in details, one of the four major expertiments of LHC - A Toroidal44
LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS). In the fourth chapter, the reader can get more de-45
tailed information about PYTHIA settings and ATLAS data samples used for46
the analysis. The Ąfth chapter, as the name implies, contains original results on47
charmonia and jet production. The last chapter closes with the discussion of the48





In the Ąrst chapter we will introduce theoretical background Ű the Standard53
Model of particle physics and Quantum chromodynamics, the theory of strong54
interactions.This is followed by the introduction to the concept of jet, parton55
distribution functions, and initial and Ąnal state radiation. At the end of this56
chapter we provide a brief summary of properties of charm quark.57
1.1 The Standard Model58
Standard model (SM) is theory of elementary particles describing three of the59
four known forces - electromagnetic, weak (or electroweak) and strong force [1].60
It explains the fundamental properties of particles and their interactions in the61
framework of the quantum Ąeld theory. All particles are divided into two groups:62
massive particles (leptons and quarks) with spin 1/2 and massless particles -63
bosons with integer spin, which intermediate the interactions (see Figure 1.1).64
The SM was developed by theoretical and experimental physicists in the second65
half of the 20th century. The current formulation has been Ąnalized in 1970s,66
while some particles were discovered much later namely the top quark (1995),67
the tau neutrino (2000), and the Higgs boson (2012).68
Despite all the success, SM does not incorporate the gravitational force, which69
prevents it from being the unifying theory of all forces. Neutrino oscillations, dark70
matter and baryon asymmetry are examples of phenomena that are not explained71
within SM. The success of SM was a prediction of new particles which were later72
discovered. In particular gluons, Higgs boson, top quark and charm quark - whose73
discovery is described in Section 1.6.74
For this thesis the most important part of the SM is Quantum chromodynam-75
ics (QCD) - a theory of strong interactions. The introduction to QCD is provided76
in the following Section 1.2.77
1.2 Theory of Quantum Chromodynamics78
QCD is theory of interaction of ŠcolouredŠ particles, namely quarks and gluons.79





Using the perturbation expansion, one can Ąnd that QCD diverges for loop di-118
agrams at large momenta - these divergences are cured by the procedure called119
renormalization. As SM itself, QCD is renormalizable theory. We will not carry120
out any detailed calculations nor will we introduce any theoretical background to121
the renormalisability of this theory. For more information see e.g. [4].122
Renormalization introduces the renormalization scale µ. Renormalization123





= −α2s(b0 + αsb1 + ...), (1.9)
where b0 and b1 are constants and in case of mass-less quarks, they are indepen-126









(17N2c − 19nf ), (1.11)
where nf is the number of quark Ćavours and Nc is the number of colours. Terms129
b2 and higher depend on the renormalization scheme and are beyond the scope130
of this thesis [5, 6, 7].131
The equation of renormalization group (1.9) can be solved for one-loop132
αs(µ) =
αs(µ)













where ΛQCD ≈ 200 − 400 MeV is the Landau pole where the coupling constant134
will be inĄnite at the leading order (LO) and perturbative calculations cannot be135
used.136
Based on the sign of b0, perturative quantum Ąeld theory can have Landau137
pole at either small µ or at very large one - See Figure 1.3. From (1.10) it is clear138
that b0 is positive, therefore, QCD is asymptoticaly free.139
Several measurements of the coupling constant αs as a function of energy scale140
µ are show in Figure 1.4, along with the theoretical prediction of QCD. Usually,141
the value of αs is explicitely calculated for µ = m2Z which is [5]142
αs(m2Z) = 0.1181 ± 0.0011. (1.14)
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Figure 1.3: Two possibible types of Landau poles, based on the sign of b0 constant.
Here m on x-axis is renormalization scale.
1.3 Initial and Ąnal state QCD radiation143
Initial and Ąnal state radiation are effects which take place before/after the main144
reaction. They inĆuence the particles entering/leaving the process and therefore145
are unomittable part of the collision.146
Final state radiation (FSR) describes emissions of partons from partons leav-147
ing the hard scattering interaction. Partons leaving hard process usually carry148
a high virtuality. This virtuality is reduced by FSR until it becames zero, even-149
tualy. All radiated partons undergo hadronisation process (described in Section150
1.4) to form observable hadrons.151
Initial state radiation (ISR) describes emissions of partons from partons in152
hadrons which takes place before the hard scattering process.153
In commonly used general purpose Monte-Carlo (MC) generators such as154
PYTHIA or HERWIG, ISR and FSR are modeled by parton showers and are155
subject of parameter tuning which allows to match the predictions of MC gener-156
ators with the measured data. As will be demonstrated in Chapter 5, both ISR157
and FSR have big impact on the quantiĄcation of charmonia production.158
1.4 Jets and hadronisation in QCD159
As previously metioned, quarks cannot be observed as free particles (as a conse-160
quence of conĄnement). Suppose two protons colliding at high energies. During161
this process, Ąne structure of proton is visible to the process and quarks interact162
with each other. The energy of the strong Ąeld between quarks outgoing from163
the hard scattering increases with increasing distance between them. At some164
point this energy is large enough to create a new quark anti-quark pair form the165
vacuum. Such newly created particles recombine among themselves and with the166
original outgoing parton and form hadrons. This process is called hadronisation167
and is depicted in Figure 1.5.168
These hadrons are usually collimated around the direction of primary parton169
and are either detected directly or by their decay products. By grouping these170
particles using some logic we can recreate kinematic properties of the original171
parton. Such group is called jet. Jet may contain particles of all types including172
hadrons, leptons or photons. Study of jet properties is of primary importance173
in hadronic collisions. QCD theory behind jets is far beyond the scope of this174




Figure 1.6: kT (left) and anti−kT (right) algrithm on the same data sample [13].
1.6 Charmonia - a brief introduction216
Quarkonia are bound states of quark and anti-quark of the same Ćavour. All217
quarkonia are therefore Ćovourless mesons. Although up, down and strange218
quarks do form quarkonia, the term is usually meant only for heavy quarks.219
Also top quarks and anti-quarks together are unable to form a bound state, as220
(anti)top quarks decay faster before a bound state can be created (a very rare221
case in which electroweak interaction preceeds strong interaction). Therefore only222
charm and bottom quark can create quarkonia which are called charmonia and223
bottomonia, respectively. Example of bottonium is Upsilon meson. Tho focus of224
this thesis is on the charmonia. In the next text, we will therefore describe their225
disovery and properties.226
In 1970 theoretical physicists S. Glashow, J. Iliopoulos and L. Maiani added227
fourth quark as part of what is now as GIM mechanism [14] (at that time, only228
up, down and strange quarks were known and observed). This intension was to229
introduce aestheticaly pleasing lepton-quark symmetry u, d, c, s ↔ e, νe, µ, , νµ (τ230
lepton family was not discovered yet). They named it charm quark, having spin231
1/2 and holding charge of +2/3.232
The very Ąrst discovered particle which constituent was a charm quark was233
J/ψ meson. Having rest mass of m = 3096.916 ± 0.011 MeV and decay width234
Γ = 92.9 ± 2.8 keV [5], it is today considered a ground state charmonium (cc̄). It235
is the only particle to have two-letter name, as it was discovered simultaneously236
by two groups. The Ąrst exited state is denoted ψ(2S) indicating its quantum237
state, with rest mass m = 3686.109±0.014 GeV and decay width Γ = 304±9 keV.238
In this thesis we will however focus mainly on the ground state. In this thesis239
only muonic decays were studied.240
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with viscosity smaller than that of a gas. A theory of relativistic hydrodynamics255
is used to study some of the properties of QGP.256
First ion collisions were performed at LBNL USA and JINR USSR with energy257
scales of 1 − 2 GeV per nucleon. Later experiments are Alternating Gradient258
Synchrotron (
√
sNN ≤ 5 GeV), Super Proton Synchrotron (
√
sNN ≤ 20 GeV) at259
CERN, the Brookhaven Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (
√
sNN ≤ 200 GeV) and260
the Large Hadron Collider (
√
sNN ≤ 5.5 TeV) also at CERN.261
A very convenient way to study the QGP is to use jets penetrating through262
the QGP. These jets undergo a process named jet quenching which is described263
in the following section.264
2.2 Jet Quenching and charmonia suppression265
The main method of studying QCD processes is studying yields and properties266
of jets created in e−e+, ep or hadron-hadron collisions. With ion collisions it is267
no different. As mentioned above, QGP is created in the interaction. This QGP268
heavily affects the properties of jets. These effects are called jet quenching.269
Bjorken suggested [17] that if two partons travel a different path length in270
the medium, back-to-back jets would be sensitive to differential energy loss of271
partons propagating through QGP. The loss may be so severe that the entire jet272
is absorbed. Bjorken estimated energy loss per path length, dE/dx, based on the273
elastic collisions of partons of high momentum with QGP constituents (resulting274
relation reminds one of ionisation energy loss):275
dE
dx







where CR is the colour factor (3 for gluons and 4/3 for quarks). T is plasma276
temperature, Nf is the number of quarks Ćavours, g is the coupling parameter277
and mD is Debye screening mass, deĄned as:278




On top of that, partons lose energy via gluon radiation or so called gluon-279
strahlung (a QCD analogy of bremstrahlung). As the parton travels through280
the medium, it radiates gluons which interact with the medium and effectively281
becomes a part of it. A sketch of the jet quenching is in Figure 2.2 while in282
the Figure 2.3 real example of the event display with quenched jets recorded by283
ATLAS is shown.284
Not only jets but also charmonia can be used as tools to reveal the properties285
of the medium and its interactions. The production of charmonia in elementary286
collisions is often described in a nonrelativistic QCD effective-Ąeld-theory (EFT)287
framework [18]. In that theory, Ąrst, the cc̄ pair is produced either in a color288
singlet or color octet state. This Şpre-resonantŤ cc̄ pair then binds into a physical289
charmonium by non-perturbative evolution described in terms of long-distance290
matrix elements. The pre-resonant pair in the color octetstate changes its color291
and spin by radiating off gluon(s) when evolving to the physical quarkonium state292




where b is the impact parameter. The probability of one inelastic nucleon-nucleon323
collision is then TAB(b)σNN where σNN is the nucleon-nucleon inelastic cross-324
section.325
The probability of n inelastic collisions with an impact parameter b is326
P (n, b) = ABn[TAB(b)σNN ]n[1 − TAB(b)σNN ]AB−n (2.6)







P (n, b) − 1 − [1 − TAB(b)σNN ]AB. (2.7)





nP (n, b) = ABTAB(b)σNN . (2.8)
Besides Ncoll, one can calculate the number of participants, Npart, which is the













1 − [1 − TA(s)σNN ]A
]
d2s.
Finally, nuclear overlap function can also be expressed in terms of σNN and329





2.4 Nuclear modiĄcation factor331
Centrality of the lead-lead collisions have big impact on the yield of hadrons.332
Consequently, one needs to quantify the jet quenching as a function of collision333
centrality. The centrality of Pb+Pb collisions can be characterized by the sum of334
the transverse energy measured in forward calorimeters (EfwdT ). The centrality335
describes the degree of geometric overlap of two colliding nuclei in the plane per-336
pendicular to the beam with large overlap in central collisions and small overlap337
in peripheral collisions. Centrality intervals are deĄned in successive percentiles338
of the EfwdT distribution ordered from the most central (highest E
fwd
T ) to the most339
peripheral collisions [24]. It was observed, that at Ąxed pT jets lose approximately340
same amount of energy when passing though the QGP medium. The larger the341
EfwdT is, the larger is overlap of the two nuclei which leads to larger nucleon-342
nucleon luminosity. Nuclear overlap function TAA is used to normalize yields. To343



















where Nevt is the number of heavy-ion collisions, d2N/dpTdy is the differen-346
tial yield for the jet production in heavy-ion collisions of a given centrality,347
d2σjet/dpTdy is the differential cross-section for the jet production in proton-348
proton collisions. When no jet quenching is present, nuclear modiĄcation factor349
is unity.350
Another quantity which can characterize the magnitude of the jet suppress-351





where 1/Nevtd2Njet/dpTdy is differential per event yield in hevy-ion collisions.353
TAA|cent is nuclear overlap function for central events and TAA|perip is nuclear354
overlap function, but for peripheral events. RCP has a disadvantage which is355
weaking of the signal in the case that peripheral collisions are also suppressed. It356




In the Ąrst section of this chapter, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at European360
Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland is be brieĆy361
introduced. Next, we decribe one of its main four detectors in detail - A Toroidal362
LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS). Other major experiments a Compact Muon Solenoid363
(CMS), A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) and Large Hadron Collider364
beauty (LHCb) will not be described here, although they also participate in the365
heavy-ion physics program of LHC. 1366
3.1 The Large Hadron Collider367
The LHC is a sychrotron at CERN near Geneva, Switzerland. It was built in368
underground tunnel prieviously used for Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP)369
and most of the time it runs pp collisions. Basic motivation to build LHC was370
the discovery of Higgs boson, the last piece of puzzle in the Standard Model.371
It was calculated that if Higgs bosons exists, the LHC would produce several372
particles per minute. In addition to that, the kinematic regime of LHC enabled373
to study hypothetical new particles such as particles of supersymmetry or WŠ and374
ZŠ bosons. Besides these discovery goals, LHC was intended to perform precision375
measurements of known SM particles and interactions. From its Ąrst run, LHC376
was several times upgraded. While at its Ąrst days its collison energy per proton377
was 450 GeV, today it operates at 6.5 TeV per proton. Since November 2010,378
LHC is regularly running also collisions of heavy-ions besides the standard pp379
collisions. In addition to lead, a short run with Xe beams colliding at the centre-380
of-mass energy of 5.44 TeV took place in autumn of 2018 LHC collides lead ions381
or proton and lead for a duration of one month in a year.382
From technical point of view, LHC is currently the largest single machine383
in the world and the most powerful particle accelerator ever built. The main384
tunnel has 26. 7 km in circumference and lies 45 to 170 m below ground level385
and spans under Switzerland and France as well (Figure 3.1). The main circle386
is divided into four straight parts (where the main detectors are situated) and387
four curved parts. Inside, two parallel counter-rotating rings are used to speed-up388
the accelerated particles which intersect inside the detectors. Superconducting389
electromagnets with magnetic Ąeld of 8 Tesla are used to keep particles on their390
1If not stated otherwise, all information and Figures in this chapter are taken from [25, 26, 27]
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of LHC and its four major experiments underneath the Swiss-
French border.
intended trajectory.391
In addition to the main tunnel, there are several smaller accelerators, so called392
injectors, whose purpose is to inject protons or ions to the primary circuit. For393
protons the chain is Linac 2, the PS Booster (PSB), the Proton Synchrotron (PS)394
and the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) and for the ions it is Linac 3, the Low395
Energy Ion Ring (LEIR), the PS and the SPS [28]. The Pb 27+ ions extracted396
from the source must be fully stripped of all the electrons, before their injections397
to the LHC. For this purpose, the aluminium foil strippers are installed, the Ąrst398
one in Linac3 and the other between PS and SPS. See Figure 3.2.399
In November 2010 an observation of a strong jet quenching at the LHC was400
announced [20]. In July 2012, the discovery of a new particle with a mass between401
125 and 127 GeV was announced which was later conĄrmed to be the Higgs boson.402
[29, 30].403
Luminosity is important quantity when describing a particle accelerator. To404
increase the chances of collision, particles travel in bundles. If two beams contain405
n1 and n2 particles in each bundle colliding with frequency f (number of collisions406





where σx and σy are transverse beam proĄles in x and y directions, respectively.408
We assume, that transverse proĄles are identical and proĄles are independent of409
the position along the bundle.410
Along instantaneous luminosity, we deĄne integrated luminosity which is sim-411
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Figure 3.3: Cutaway view of the ATLAS experiment with human Ągures as a
reference.
to create righ-handed system of coordinates. The detector is axially symmetric437
with respect to the z-axis. This symmetry naturaly prefers cylindrical coordinates438
(r, ϕ, θ). With r being the transverse radius from the z-axis, ϕ is the azimuthal439
angle in the x − y plane and θ is the polar angle measured from the positive440
z-axis.441
Rapidity which is, unlike velocity, additive in boosts, can be deĄned using442








In our case, boost operates only along the z-axis (thus the formula (3.3) is rather444
simple). In the case of massless particles or for m/|p| → 0, rapidity asymptotes445
to pseudorapidity which is deĄned as446







Pseudrapidity is not a function of mass and only polar angle is required.447
Assuming two particles with momenta p1 = (E1, p⃗1) and p2 = (E2, p⃗2) collide,448




p21 + p22 =
√
(E1 + E2)2 − (p⃗1 + p⃗2)2, (3.5)
which is a Lorentz invariant quantity.450
During the acceleration of heavy-ions, only protons are accelerated, as neu-451
trons are electrically neutral. Therefore what is known as nucleon-nucleon colli-452
sion energy
√
SNN is introduced. Consider having proton accelerator, accelerating453
20
the proton up to the energy Ep, then if ions with Z protons and A nucleons are454







As stated above, ATLAS consists of four major parts, all of which will be described457
here.458
The Inner Detector459
Figure 3.4: Cutaway of the Inner detector.
The Inner Detector (ID) is the Ąrst part of ATLAS which detects the parti-460
cles produced in the collision. It measures direction, momentum and charge of461
electrically-charged particles. As mentioned previously, it is immersed inside 2462
Tesla magnetic Ąeld which allows momentum measurements. The ID covers an463
angle up to pseudorapidity of |η| = 2.5. See Figures 3.4 and 3.5.464
The inner-most part of ID is called the Pixel detector which consists of over 80465
milion pixel detectors divided into three parts. A middle part is Semiconductor466
tracker (SCT) consisting of four barrels. It provides additional data for trajectory467
reconstruction. The last part, the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT), provides468
particle identiĄcation and additional coordinates, using over 300 000 gaseous469
straws within 73 layers. The reason gas was used, was to minimize overal material470
needed to produce the ID.471
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Figure 3.5: Schematics of the ATLAS Inner detector.
Calorimeter472
Calorimeter is a type of detector which measures the energy loss of a particle as it473
passes through it. It does so by either stopping the particle entirely or absorbing474
a part of its energy. This way all the energy is transferred to the detector. For475
this purpose, highly absorbing materials are used and built in layers. For instace476
lead interleaved with layers of an ŞactiveŤ medium such as solid lead-glass or477
liquid argon. An basic layout of the ATLAS calorimeter is in Figure 3.6.478
One can distinguish two main types of calorimeters, based on particles they479
absorb (and interactions via which they interact): electromagnetic and hadronic480
calorimeters.481
Following this distinction, ATLAS calorimeters can be divided into two parts482
(See Figure 3.7):483
• Liquid Argon (LAr) electromagnetic calorimeter484
• Tile hadronic calorimeter.485
Electromagnetic calorimeters measure the energy of electrons and photons486
as they interact with matter, while hadronic calorimeters sample the energy of487
hadrons as they interact with atomic nuclei. Calorimeters can stop most known488
particles except muons and neutrinos.489
Muon Spectrometer490
While most of the known particles are stopped in the calorimeter, muons are not.491
For this purpose, the outer-most layer of the ATLAS experiment, is the Muon492
Spectrometer. It consists of 4000 chambers in order to identify muons and their493
momenta. It has four main parts (Figure 3.8):494
• Thin Gap Chambers - for triggering and second coordinate measurement495
(non-bending direction) at ends of the detector.496
• Resistive Plate Chambers - for triggering and second coordinate measure-497




Figure 3.9: The ATLAS Magnet System.
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Chapter 4523
Data and MC samples524
In this Chapter we will discuss the data and MC samples used in this thesis.525
First, we will describe the Monte Carlo generator (MC) that was used and its526
settings which we have used. At the end of this chapter we describe data samples527
and event selection that were used in the analysis of data collected by the ATLAS528
experiment.529
4.1 PYTHIA MC generator530
PYTHIA MC generator [31], version 8.235 was used in this study. PYTHIA is531
a standard tool for the generation of events of high-energy collisions of protons,532
pions or charged leptons, comprising a coherent set of physics models for the533
evolution from a few-body hard process to a complex multiparticle Ąnal state.534
It contains a library of hard processes, models for initial- and Ąnal-state par-535
ton showers, matching and merging methods between hard processes and parton536
showers, multiparton interactions, beam remnants, string fragmentation and par-537
ticle decays. PYTHIA 8. 2 is the second main release after the complete rewrite538
from Fortran to C++, and now it has reached such a maturity that it offers a539
complete replacement for most applications, notably for LHC physics studies.540
The many new features should allow an improved description of data.541
4.2 PYTHIA samples542
In this section, we outline basic information about the PYTHIA settings. All543
the information is contained in the following code (for those unfamiliar with the544
syntax of PYTHIA, refer to the comments bellow or PYTHIA documentation).545
1 Beams :eCM = 7000 .546
2 Main : numberOfEvents = 1000000547
3 Main : t imesAl lowErrors = 10548
4 Random : setSeed = on549
5 I n i t : showAl lSet t ings = o f f550
6 I n i t : showChangedParticleData = on551
7 I n i t : showAl lPart ic l eData = o f f552
8553
9 ! common ATLAS Pythia8554
10 Main : t imesAl lowErrors = 500555
11 6 :m0 = 172 . 5556
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12 23 :m0 = 91 . 1876557
13 23 :mWidth = 2 . 4952558
14 24 :m0 = 80 . 399559
15 24 :mWidth = 2 . 085560
16 StandardModel : sin2thetaW = 0 . 23113561
17 StandardModel : sin2thetaWbar = 0 . 23146562
18 Part i c l eDecays : l imitTau0 = on563
19 Part i c l eDecays : tau0Max = 10 . 0564
20565
21 Tune : pp = 5566
22567
23 PDF: pSet=LHAPDF6: CT10nlo568
24569
25 ! Charmonia common570
26 ! Hard proce s s571
27 PhaseSpace : pTHatMin = 5 . ! //# Equivalent o f CKIN3572
28 Part i c l eDecays : mixB = o f f573
29574
30 ! Quarkonia product ion mode575
31 Charmonium : a l l = on576
32 PhaseSpace : pTHatMinDiverge = 0 . 5577
33 ! standard resonances decaying to J/ Psi578
34 445 : onMode = o f f ! // chi_2c579
35 445 : onIfAny = 443 ! // chi_2c580
36 10441 : onMode = o f f ! // eta_c (2S)581
37 10441 : onIfAny = 443 !// eta_c (2S)582
38 10443 : onMode = o f f ! // h_1c583
39 10443 : onIfAny = 443 !584
40 20443 : onMode = o f f ! // chi_1c585
41 20443 : onIfAny = 443 !586
42 ! c o l o r t r i p l e t re sonances decaying to J/ Psi587
43 9940103:onMode = o f f588
44 9940103: onIfAny = 100443589
45 9941103:onMode = o f f590
46 9941103: onIfAny = 100443591
47 9942103:onMode = o f f592
48 9942103: onIfAny = 100443593
49 ! c o l o r t r i p l e t re sonances decaying to Psi (2 ) [ note : no c o l o r594
s i n g l e t re sonances going to Psi (2 ) ]595
50 9940003:onMode = o f f96
51 9940003: onIfAny = 44397
52 9941003:onMode = o f f98
53 9941003: onIfAny = 44399
54 9942003:onMode = o f f600
55 9942003: onIfAny = 443601
56 ! s i g n a l602
57 443 : onMode = o f f ! // J/ Psi603
58 443 : onIfAny = 13604
59 100443: onMode = o f f ! // Psi (2S)605
60 100443: onIfAny = 1306
On the Ąrst line we set centre-of-mass energy to 7 TeV, with default PYTHIA607
settigs of proton-proton collision. Centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV was used for608
a comparison with published measurement of J/Psi production [32] discussed in609
Section 5.2. For a comparison of MC with data collected by ATLAS, centre-610
of-mass energy of 5.02 TeV was used. On the second line we specify number of611
events, as in this case it was one million. All events have random initial conditions612
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using basic PYTHIA pseudo-random generator. Line number 23 speciĄes PDF613
set we are using. In this particular case it is CT10nlo, but other PDFs were614
used too. As a default setting, PYTHIA has both ISR and FSR turned on. To615
switch them off, one has to add PartonLevel:ISR = off PartonLevel:FSR =616
off below line 23, respectively. The quarkonium production speciĄed in lines617
34-60 was chosen based on ATLAS settings [33].618
Jets used in the MC have been reconstructed using anti-kt algorithm with619
R = 0.4 implemented in the FastJet package. All stable particles, as deĄned620
by PYTHIA, except for muons and neutrina were used as ŞprotojetsŤ in the jet621
clustering.622
4.3 Data samples and event selection623
The pp data used in this thesis were taken during LHC proton-proton collisions at624 √
s = 5.02 TeV. The integrated luminosity of 25 pb−1 was collected between 19th625
of November 2015 and 24th of November 2015. The collision data were required626
to satisfy the good run list which ensures stable beams and fully operational627
ATLAS detector. Events were collected using the dimuon trigger which requires628
two oppositely charged muons with pT > 4 GeV [34]. In total 37634508 events629
were used for the study in this thesis.630
Muon candidates are required to pass the ŞTight working pointŤ1 as well as631
the following criteria [34]:632
• pT > 4 GeV and |η| < 2.4;633
• pixel hits + pixel dead sensors > 0;634
• SCT hits + SCT dead sensors > 4;635
• pixel holes + SCT holes < 3;636
• for 0.1 < |η| < 1.9, nhitsTRT + noutliersTRT > 5 and noutliersTRT < 0.9(nhitsTRT + noutliersTRT )637
• the selected muon must be matched with trigger elements within a cone of638
∆R < 0.01 from the trigger candidate.639
Here hit represents a signal in one channel of a given tracking subdetector and640
outlier represents a signal which is distant with respect to an expectation from641
the Ąt procedure. The two muons in the pair which constitute a charmonium642
candidate are required to originate from a common vertex. The charmonium643
candidate is required to have invariant mass in the interval of 2.9 − 3.1 GeV.644
No correction on tracking efficiency and acceptance are applied, but for a given645
kinematic selection, those were shown to vary only weakly with changing pT and646
η [34].647
Jets used in the data were reconstructed using the anti-k t algorithm with R648
= 0.4 with a dedicated underlying event subtracion [37] which prevents jets for649
being distorted by the presence of large underlying event of a heavy-ion collision.650
1Working point is a set of requirements imposed on signal in ID and muon system which
ensure high probability for a muon candidate to be the actual muon while ensuring minimal
loss of candidates due to requiring restrictive cuts (that is while keeping a high efficiency for




In this chapter we will present the original results of this thesis. Results are653
divided into four sections in this chapter. First section describes several tests654
of the MC generator: comparison of several different PDF settings and study655
of the role of ISR and/or FSR. In the second section, we compare MC output656
against the actual results published by ATLAS. The third and fourth sections657
show a study of correlation of charmonia production and jet production in MC658
and ATLAS data, respectively.659
5.1 Tests of different PYTHIA settings660
First of all, we have run PYTHIA with the most natural settings of QCD - all661
hard processes enabled. This approach yielded no useful results, as less than 50662
charmonia were produced in 106 of collisions. This is due to charm quarks large663
mass compared to up and down quarks. Therefore we have restricted PYTHIA to664
channels producing charmonia (actual PYTHIA setting are described in Section665
4.2).666
In the Ąrst test, we were comparing three of the most commonly used PDF667
sets - CT10nlo [38], MSTW2008 [39] and NNPDF2. 3 [40]. It is apparent from668
the following results, that we can neglect the effect of different PDF sets and use669
only one. For this purpose we have chosen CT10nlo since it is often used as a670
default setting. Upper panel of Figure 5.1 shows rapidity distribution for J/ψ671
for above speciĄed three PDF sets. As expected, the distribution has gaussian672
shape. Next, lower panel of Figure 5.1 shows ratio between CT10nlo and other673
PDF sets.674
Another important comparison is a comparison of ISR and FSR setting, which675
allows to observe impact of the pre/post-collision emission. This setting has676
visible impact on the results as will be shown later. Figure 5.2 shows rapidity677
distribution for CT10nlo PDF set for different radiation settings. The distribution678
is again gaussian as we have expected. From these two Ągures it is apparent, that679
radiation or PDF sets have no effect on the rapidity distribution of J/ψ. In the680
next section we will show that PDF sets does not effect the shape of the cross-681
section for J/ψ production evaluated as a function of pT , but different settings682
of radiations can change results rather dramatically.683
Figure 5.3 shows comparison of transverse momentum for charmonia for dif-684
ferent radiation settings. The non-uniform binning was chosen to match the685
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published results by ATLAS [32].686































Figure 5.1: Top: Comparison of rapidity distributions of J/ψ for three different
PDF sets: CT10nlo, MSTW2008 and NNPDF2. 3 with default PYTHIA settings.
Bottom: Ratio of MSTW2008 and NNPDF2. 3 PDFs with respect to CT10nlo.
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Figure 5.2: Top: Comparison of rapidity distributions of J/ψ for CT10nlo PDF
set with different radiation settings: red - default settings (both ISR and FSR
turned on), green - ISR turned off, blue - FSR turned off, yellow - both ISR
and FSR turned off. Bottom: Ratio of various radiation setting compared to the
default one.
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Figure 5.3: Top: Comparison of pT distributions for J/ψ for different radiation
settings for CT10nlo PDF set: red - default setting (both ISR and FSR turned
on), green - ISR turned off, blue - FSR turned off, yellow - both ISR and FSR
turned off. Bottom: Ratio of various radiation setting compared to the default
one).
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5.2 PYTHIA to data comparison687
In this section, we will compare results from PYTHIA MC generator with data688
measured by ATLAS [32]. We will be using rapidity cut on J/ψ of |y| < 0.75.689
Figure 5.4 shows pT distribution of charmonia for three different PDF sets as690
well as results by ATLAS. We have normalized all PYTHIA data to the Ąrst bin691
of the ATLAS. We have done so, to compare shapes of the distributions, rather692
than absolute values. As one can see from the bottom panel of Figure 5.4 the693
choice of PDF has only moderate impact on the cross-section. The difference694
among three different PDF sets is smaller then 20%. Thus the variation in the695
choice of PDF cannot cover for a difference in the shape of the cross-section seen696
between the data and MC.697
Figure 5.5 compares differential cross-section by ATLAS to different radiation698
setting of PYTHIA for CT10nlo PDF set (all other PDF sets yield same results699
and are not shown here). Interestingly, most unnatural setting with no ISR and700
no FSR Ąts the data the best.701
The evaluation of the ratio between ATLAS data and PYTHIA MC is unfor-702
tunately not possible since in the case of the ATLAS data, the cross-section is703
not evaluated in the center of the bin but it is evaluated in the barycenter of the704
bin. In order to quantify the impact of these two different approaches we have705
evaluated the normalized cross-section from PYTHIA also in the barycenter of706
the bin and compared it with the cross-section evaluated in the bin center. The707
impact is signiĄcant as one can see in Figure 5.6.708
Comparison of absolute cross-sections between data and PYTHIA was also709
done and the cross-section in MC was found to be 103 higher compared to that710
reported by ATLAS. While it is well known that the description of the charmonia711
production by PYTHIA is not very precise, such a large difference is unexpected.712
However, we did not identify any problem with the overall normalization of the713
MC samples which would explain this difference.714
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Figure 5.4: Top: Differential cross-section for J/ψ production for rapidity cut
|y| < 0.75 evaluated as function of pT . Vertical error bars represent statistical
uncertainties and horizontal error bars represent the width of the bin. PYTHIA
cross-section is normalized such that its value in the Ąrst bin matches the value in
the cross-section in the Ąrst bin in the data. For ATLAS data, vertical error bars
represent combined statistical and systematical uncertainties. Bottom: Ratio of
MSTW2008/NNPDF2.3 PDFs with respect to CT10nlo.
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Figure 5.5: Top: Differential cross-section for J/ψ production for rapidity cut
|y| < 0.75 evaluated as function of pT . PYTHIA cross-section is normalized such
that its value in the Ąrst bin matches the value in the cross-section in the Ąrst bin
in the data. Vertical error bars represent statistical uncertainties and horizontal
error bars represent the width of the bin. For ATLAS data, vertical error bars
represent combined statistical and systematical uncertainties. Bottom: Ratio of
various radiation setting compared with the default one (where both ISR and
FSR are enabled).
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Figure 5.6: Cross-section for the inclusive J/ψ production as a function of pT for
default PYTHIA conĄguration compared with data by ATLAS. PYTHIA cross-
section is normalized such that its value in the Ąrst bin matches the value in the
cross-section in the Ąrst bin in the data.
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5.3 Charmonia in jets in MC715
In this section we will present results of the study of the correlation of charmonia716
and jet production. The goal of this study is to quantify how many charmonia717
are created within jets and how many jets contain charmonia. As we saw in718
the two previous sections, the choice of PDF set does not impose any important719
differences, so we will restrict ourselves to only one set - CT10nlo as argued before.720













where NJ/ψjet is the number of jets with charmonium, N
all
jet is number of all jets,724
N jetJ/ψ is number of charmonia with jets and N
all
J/ψ is number of all charmonia.725
Charmonia are associated with jets based on a spacial matching with the726
requirement of ∆R < 0.4, where ∆R is the distance in the η − ϕ space between727
the jet axis and the position of J/ψ.728
Distributions of observales deĄned in Equations (5.1) and (5.2) are show on729
Figures 5.7 and 5.8, respectively. For both Ągures we have taken only jets with730
pjetT > 5GeV and left all charmonia with no restrictions.731
We have investigated two conĄgurations in greater detail - Default conĄgura-732
tion, as it is the default conĄguration for the MC generator, and conĄguration733
without ISR and without FSR as well, as this was the conĄguration that matched734
the data in section 5.2 the best. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the default conĄgu-735
ration and Figures 5.11 and 5.12 refer to the the conĄguration with no ISR ano736
no FSR. In the following paragraphs we will describe the results of Figures 5.7 -737
5.12 in more details738
Figure 5.7 shows that the fraction of jets with J/ψ is generally smaller then739
4% in the MC. This fraction increases from 1% to higher values with increasing740
pT of the jet. ConĄgurations with no ISR and no FSR clearly suppress the events741
with charmonia produced within jets. Figure 5.8 shows that the production of742
charmonia in jets is connected with larger values of charmonia pT , since below743
p
J/ψ
T of 15 GeV the ρj/ψ is negligible. To further quantify the correlation between744
jets and charmonia production, Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show 2D distributions of745




T . One can see that746
large values of ρ are connected with large values of pjetT and p
J/ψ
T . Figure 5.9747
and 5.10 show also ŞproĄlesŤ along the x-axis, that is the ρjet-weighted average748
value of pJ/ψT for a given value of p
jet
T and ρJ/ψ-weighted average value of p
jet
T for749
a given value of pJ/ψT , respectively. The proĄle on Figure 5.9 shows an increase750
of average value of pj/ψT with increasing p
jet
T while the complementary proĄle on751
Figure 5.10 does not show such an increasing trend. These trends reĆect the fact752
that the jet production associated with J/ψ in PYTHIA largely results from ISR753
and FSR. These radiation processes are connected with the hard process (ISR)754
and the color non-singlet state of resonance of excited charmonium ŞdecayingŤ755
to the stable, color-singlet J/ψ state (FSR). The correlation of large ρ with FSR756
37
and ISR is also quantiĄed in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. With no FSR and ISR jet pT757
is in general not greater than 10-20 GeV.758



















No ISR and FSR
Figure 5.7: Fraction of jets with J/ψ in PYTHIA MC. Default conĄguration
(red), conĄguration with no ISR (green), conĄguration with no FSR (blue), and
conĄguration for which both the ISR and FSR are turned off (yellow).
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No ISR and FSR
Figure 5.8: Fraction of J/ψ with jets in PYTHIA MC. Default conĄguration
(red), conĄguration with no no ISR (green), conĄguration with no FSR (blue),
and conĄguration for which both the ISR and FSR are turned off (yellow).








































Figure 5.9: 2D histogram representing fraction of jets with J/ψ in PYTHIA MC
for default PYTHIA conĄguration with ISR and FSR turned on. Black markers











































Figure 5.10: 2D histogram representing fraction of J/ψ with jets in PYTHIA MC
for default PYTHIA conĄguration with ISR and FSR turned on. Black markers
represent average value of pjetT for a given value of p
J/ψ
T .








































Figure 5.11: 2D histogram representing fraction of jets with J/ψ in PYTHIA MC
for ISR and FSR turned off. Black markers represent average value of pJ/ψT for a
given value of pjetT .
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Figure 5.12: 2D histogram representing fraction of J/ψ with jets in PYTHIA MC
with ISR and FSR turned off. Black markers represent average value of pjetT for
a given value of pJ/ψT .
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5.4 Charmonia in jets in data759
This section presents the same observables as deĄned in the previous section but760
now for the pp data described in Section 4.3. While the reconstruction of J/ψ761
signal in MC is simple, it is much more difficult in the data since the detector762
cannot directly measure the J/ψ particle due to its fast decay. To Ąnd charmonia,763
we have evaluated the invariant mass of all the muon pairs in the event. This764
invariant mass is shown in Figure 5.13. As can be seen, signiĄcant peak is visible765
in the region around 3.1 GeV, which can be safely connected with J/ψ. To766
calculate the background of the peak, we have used an rectangle spanning from767
2.9 GeV to 3.1 GeV with height equal to average of the height of the left and right768
ends. The full peak area(with background) is 64 GeV−1 and background is equal769
to 12.8 GeV−1. In Figure 5.14 we show the observable ρJ/ψ deĄned in Equation



















Figure 5.13: Invariant mass of muon pairs calculated from data.
770
(5.2) for pT of all muon pairs with invariant mass between 2.9 and 3.1 GeV. Figure771
5.15 presents the same quantity but in grater detail - in 2D histogram.772
To see if the charmonia are correlated with jets, we took muons of invariant773
mass between 3.6 and 4.4 GeV (which is pure background as can one see in Figure774
5.13). These muon pairs do not represent J/ψ meson. Results are in Figures 5.16775
and 5.17.776
The fraction of J/ψ with jets in the signal region does not exceed 10% and777
it is in general smaller in the data than in MC. Rather surprising is the fact778
that the fraction of muon pairs associated with jets in the background region is779
comparable to that in the signal region. This might be a result of a trigger bias,780
since the sample containing muon triggers contained also jet triggers. Irrespective781
of that, these results imply that J/ψ with pT of 5 − 40 GeV in the data is not782
predominantly produced along with a jet. This represents an important, original783
result of this study.784
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Figure 5.14: ρJ/psi observable as a function of p
J/ψ
T computed from muon invariant
mass pairs between 2.9 and 3.1 GeV with jets in ATLAS data.







































Figure 5.15: 2D histogram representing fraction of muon invariant mass pairs
between 2.9 and 3.1 GeV with jets in ATLAS data. Black markers represent



















Figure 5.16: ρJ/psi observable as a function of p
J/ψ
T computed from muon invariant
mass pairs between 3.6 and 4.4 GeV with jets in ATLAS data.







































Figure 5.17: 2D histogram representing fraction of muon invariant mass pairs
between 3.6 and 4.4 GeV with jets in ATLAS data. Black markers represent






In this thesis we have introduced the reader to the problematics of the charmonia787
and jet production in proton-proton and heavy-ion collisions. After the introduc-788
tion to strong interaction and heavy-ion collisions in Chapter 1 and 2, respectively,789
and after Chapter 3 which described the LHC and ATLAS experiment, we have790
concentrated on original results of this work. First, we have described data and791
MC samples used in the study in Chapter 4 and the results are shown in Chapter792
5.793
The main goal of the thesis was to explore the charmonia production and in794
particular its correlation with the production of jets. We have compared basic795
distributions such as the rapidity distribution and the differential cross-section796
for the J/ψ production between MC simulation from PYTHIA and data mea-797
sured by ATLAS at the LHC. The results show that basic observables in MC are798
not sensitive to the choice of parton distribution functions. On the other hand,799
initial and Ąnal state radiation have sizable impact on the distributions under the800
study. The conĄguration best Ątting the data was that with both initial and Ąnal801
state radiation turned off. Next we have quantiĄed the correlation between the802
production of jets and J/ψ. Jets were reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm803
with R = 0.4 using the FastJet library. We have found that on average, only804
few percent of jets contain a J/ψ particle in the case of the PYTHIA simulation.805
On the contrary, at high-pT of J/ψ as much as half of J/ψ has an associated jet.806
These MC results can be contrasted with results from data where we found that807
only up to 10% of charmonia with pT in the range of 5 − 40 GeV can can be808
associated with a jet. This represents an important, original result, which, to our809
knowledge, was not published in the literature.810
While the understanding of the charmonia production is crucial in the context811
of charmonium suppression in heavy-ion collisions, this thesis did not reach to the812
analysis of data from heavy-ion collisions. It would be useful to perform a similar813
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